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Exact change at the door is preferred, or  
Pre-pay by Interac transfer to: cascmbst@gmail.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In an effort to 
provide more time 
for questions and 
comments,  
other initiatives, 
and collegial 
conversations,  
we encourage you 
to read this report 
before the AGM. 
We will not be 
presenting detailed 
oral reports, 
 but will provide 
opportunities for 
questions during 
the meeting and will 
then be asking for 
approval of the 
reports.  

 
Please print out a 
copy of this report 
to bring to the 
AGM. There will 
only be limited 
printed copies on 
hand.  

RSVP by noon on Monday, March 12, 2018 
confirm your attendance to:  

salstromc@gmail.com 

• Please let us know of particular food allergies or intolerances. 

• Please bring questions, ideas, and initiatives to share with the 

membership for any area of our Strategic Plan:  

Professionalism; Marketing, Promotion and Advocacy; 

Education; and Research; 

 
 

Fffffffff 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:cascmbst@gmail.com
mailto:salstromc@gmail.com
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How I Go to the Woods 
 

Ordinarily I go to the woods alone, with not a single friend, for they are all smilers 
and talkers and therefore unsuitable. 

 
I don’t really want to be witnessed talking to the catbirds or hugging the old black 

oak tree.  I have my way of praying, as you no doubt have yours. 
 

Besides, when I am alone I can become invisible. I can sit on the top of a dune as 
motionless as an uprise of weeds, until the foxes run by unconcerned. I can hear 

the almost unhearable sound of the roses singing. 
 
 
 

If you have ever gone to the woods with me, I must love you very much.  
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CASC MB AGM AGENDA – March 15, 2018 
 

1. Call to Order, and Reflection 
 

2. Greetings 
 
3. Agenda – Additions – Approval 
 
4. Approval of Minutes from 2017 AGM 
 
5. Business Arising from Minutes (included at end of report) 

 
6. Regional Committee Reports (No oral reports will be given. There will be time for questions) 

a. Executive Committee Chair 
b. Education Committee Report 
c. Admitting and Education Standards Report 
d. Professional Practice Report 
e. Ethics Report 
f. Past-Chair / Nominations Report 
g. Student Representative Report 
h. College Development Report 
i. Continuing Education Group 
j. Finance Report 
k. Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care Report 

 
7. Strategic Plan Reports 

a) Professionalism 
b) Marketing, Promotion and Advocacy 
c) Research 
d) Clinical Education 

 
8. Reports from Related Organizations 

a. WRHA Spiritual Health Services Report 
b. Provincial Spiritual Health Services Report 

 
9. New Business 

 
10. Thank you to Outgoing Executive Members, and Commissioning of Incoming Officers 
 
11.  Adjournment 
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Executive (Acting) Chair Report 
 Joan Crabtree 

 
I have been honoured to fill the role of acting chair of the Manitoba region for the past year 
although it has not been without challenges.  A large one for our executive, and for me in 
particular, was the departure of Beth Sawatzky who accepted a position as Director of Spiritual 
Health with Providence Healthcare in Vancouver.  Beth’s departure in June left us scrambling a 
little, as it meant I was moved up from vice-chair to acting chair, but with the encouragement 
of experienced members, our very capable executive team continued to make progress toward 
its goals.    
 
I am grateful to be a part of a group of people that have worked hard toward the goals of 
promoting and polishing our profession, and of preparing new professionals to fill spiritual 
health positions.  I anticipate positions will open in the future, as some long-time care providers 
retire, and as the understanding of our profession grows in the eyes of the public and in the 
organizations for which we work. 
 

 
 
I am especially indebted to Ferdinand Funk who was willing to come out of retirement and 
provide some much-needed guidance to our executive team.  His wisdom and experience have 
been invaluable and appreciated.  We also appreciate the input of several retiring executive 
members: Joanne Biggs (Regional Admitting Committee Chair), and Chris Salstrom (Secretary-
Treasurer).  Your expertise and dedication have benefitted us greatly – thank you! 
 
Motions from 2017 AGM 

1. The Strategic Plan Reports were approved as presented. 
2. The Committee Reports were approved as presented. 
3. The External Reports were approved as presented. 
4. The the name of the Education Committee was changed to Continuing Education Committee. 

 
 

Membership 
Our numbers are down again this year from 67 
members in 2017 to 61 members in 2018.  
A number of factors may be contributing to this, 
including the uncertainty of positions in Spiritual 
Health; the effects of changes in the CPE 
program locations, and; an increase in non-CASC 
members being employed in spiritual health care 
positions. 
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As your executive, we welcome questions, concerns and suggestions from you, our members, 
and we endeavour to work toward providing you with the training and guidance needed to do 
your jobs well.  
 
In closing, I invite you to check out some of the online resources available to you as members of 
CASC.  
 
Facebook Page for CASC Manitoba – is a private page (you need to ask to be a part of this 
group), where events, articles, news and thoughts are shared. If you are on Facebook, I 
encourage you to look into this resource.   
 
CASC Manitoba Newsletter - With the creative ideas of Tim Frymire, this fun, informative way of 
connecting with other CASC members has been appreciated by many.  Please watch your Inbox 
for the next issue of this engaging periodical. 
 
University of Manitoba Library Spiritual Health Services Website – This website contains 
articles, books, short videos and other information that CASC members can contribute to and 
access at: http://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/spiritualhealth 
 
Government of Manitoba, Spiritual Health site – contains much information about the role of 
spiritual care in the province and has links to several resources and organizations that may be 
of interest to you.  Here’s the link for this site: 
https://www.gov.mb.ca/health/mh/spiritualhealth/index.html 

 

Education Committee Report 

Joanne Biggs 
 
A number of initiatives have been underway over the past three years.  We have engaged in 
strategic planning exercise events with a professional individual from the WRHA, at no expense 
to CASC.  These were held at Light of the Prairies Retreat Centre, and most recently at Deer 
Lodge Centre.    Helping us to understand ourselves has been no mean feat, a little irony here 
for folk that hold high the value of self-awareness!   
 
The supervisors’ group has been engaged with personnel at the University of Winnipeg as we 
continue to look for a “home” for crediting our units now that the United Centre for Theological 
Studies has stopped admitting new students to their MDiv degree program. 
 
In June our group met to share ideas for curriculum development for CPE.  Mary Holmen and I 
submitted a first CPE draft for the group to consider.   
 
Of significant concern is the timing of the focus on curriculum development.  National trends 
are moving toward a set of standards that all CPE students will be required to meet at each 
level of study/participation.  Factors affecting this are as diverse as the college formation in 

http://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/spiritualhealth
https://www.gov.mb.ca/health/mh/spiritualhealth/index.html
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Ontario, the Alberta Health change in the education model to a university class and practicum 
model, and the evolving need for a college in and for Manitoba as we move forward.  In 
addition to these factors we are in the only province in Canada that has a spiritual care initiative 
at the provincial level.  We seek to harmonize all of these factors in the process of offering a 
valuable education experience to students and a quality, resource for the community we serve. 
 
We continue to encourage potential where we see it and to support that with our time in 
assisting with consultations and other activities of progressing forward the CPE process. 
 

 

Admitting and Education Standards Report  

Joanne Biggs 
 
Looking over the past four years I have often been concerned that we have had few students 
proceeding to advance level of CPE. However we have continued to offer programs and I 
believe that that situation will be rectified in the not too distant future.   
 
I can report that we have processed equivalency applications for two individuals in 2017, both 
were successful.  Currently we have one more application in process.    Additionally I was able 
to assist a candidate in Saskatchewan to complete her consultation process, as the 
Saskatchewan situation with programs and funding has been cut.  There was one unsuccessful 
application to advance level CPE. 
 
As your RAC to the Education Standards Commission I have participated in fall and spring 
meetings, speaking for our region regarding the continuing focus on curriculum development, 
manual modifications, and adaptation to the realities of change across Canada, particularly in 
regards to funding and to Ontario with its college development process.  The ESC closely 
monitors these “sea changes” as CASC looks to the future.  I have participated in the 
teleconferences regarding accreditation and ethics consults that have required attention as 
they pertain to education standards.   
 
Looking to the present:  most of you will be aware that St. Boniface Hospital has become a 
home for CPE programs after a lull of several years.  The dedication of Chenene Layne is notable 
and there is much future CASC presence in this province resting on her competent leadership.  
She has taken on a second unit with the withdrawal of ICHAM funding.  The supervisors’ group 
has pledged support for this simultaneous program effort because the wider community is 
involved.  Students had been accepted by the university and our reputation as educators would 
be affected negatively if this had not been supported by the Spiritual Care Department at St. 
Boniface Hospital.    Applications for CPE have continued and already there are interested 
people speaking for next year.  We are encouraged. 
 
The retirement of Lynn Granke, well earned in every way, left a space in our program potential 
at the Victoria Hospital and we hope that if and when the healthcare changes settle there may 
come a time for a program there in the future.  We also look forward to future development of 
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a CPE program at Selkirk Mental health Centre as Certified Specialist Lindsay Drabiuk is settling 
into the Manager position there.  
 
Broadening the definition of RAC duties I have participated in consultations for provisional 
supervisor (in BC), chaired a peer review, and acted as precertification mentor for one 
individual. 
 
We will have the pleasure of celebrating with Judith Doell her successful certification as a CPE 
Specialist this year at the CASC conference. 
 
It has been a privilege to represent you on these commissions.  I thank you for your confidence 
in me. 
 

 

Professional Practice Report  

Donald Plett 
 

During 2017 the PPC met via teleconference three times, March, September and November.  I was not 
able to attend the CASC conference in Saskatoon.   We met as a commission in October in Pickering, 
Ontario.   
A couple of agenda items on the PPC radar are the hiring of a director for marketing.  We are also talking 
about membership categories, in particular thinking about how that effects our access to insurance.   
 
Peer reviews to be completed by January 2019, for ratification at AGM in 2019 

Joanne Biggs 
Lynn Granke 
Larry Horst 
Mary Holmen 

 
 

Ethics Report  

Lindsay Drabiuk 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to serve as the Regional Ethics Chair over the last year.  It’s been 
a wonderful learning experience for me, and I am grateful for the mentoring offered to me from 
my predecessor in the role, Tim Frymire. 
 
The position of Regional Ethics Chair has two dimensions; serving on a local/provincial level as 
part of our Regional CASC Executive, as well as serving CASC on a national level by representing 
Manitoba on the National Ethics Commission (NEC).   
 
The NEC has monthly meetings via teleconference.  Collectively, we have been working on 
developing a Plagiarism Policy, as well as a flowchart indicating a suitable process for CASC to 
address cases of plagiarism among our membership.  We have also been doing some 
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procedural work around the process for how complaints are handled, as well as concerns 
related to Confidentiality and Informed Consent.  It is also the responsibility of the NEC “to 
ensure that ethics concerns and grievances are dealt with confidentially and in a timely, fair, 
clear and transparent manner by adhering to the steps outlined in the CASC Manual”.  We 
consult on ethics questions/concerns/complaints as needed. 
 
National Ethics Commission Meetings: 

• The NEC met  immediately preceding the CASC Conference in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
(April 24-25, 2017) 

• The NEC met again in Pickering, Ontario (October 19-20, 2017). 

• I will be attending two days of National Ethics Meetings (April 23-24, 2018) immediately 
preceding the CASC Conference in Deerhurst, Ontario.   

• NEC members will be participating in a 1 day training workshop on conflict 
resolution/mediation (April 25, 2018). 

•  
Manitoba 

• We had three people from Manitoba complete the “Ethics Education Module” that was 
offered for our regional CASC membership on October 6, 2017.  Tim Frymire assisted me 
with co-facilitating the day. 

• We will be offering another “Ethics Education Module” in the autumn of 2018. 

 
 

Past-Chair / Nominations Report   

Ferdinand Funk 
 

With mixed feelings of appreciation and sadness we said farewell to Beth Sawatsky when she 
left her position at HSC and moved to Vancouver. Joan Crabtree bravely step up to the position 
of Acting Chair without much prior notice and I was called back from “retirement” to be Acting 
Past Chair for another year. 2017 was a year of many changes and profound challenges for 
many of our colleagues and friends in Spiritual Care as well as other professions in Health Care. 
In times like these it is reassuring to work alongside others who understand the changes and 
provide competent and visionary leadership while also facing personal challenges. I am deeply 
grateful for the wonderful CASC MB Executive team and many members who helped pull the 
weight behind the scenes. 
 
As I come to the end of my term (again) I am grateful and exited for our slate of nominees who 
share a common passion and concern for the role of the Canadian Association for Spiritual Care 
in our region and nation. These candidates all bring a unique set of skills and gifts to benefit our 
organization and society through their leadership, and I invite us all to stand behind them as 
they represent us in furthering the work of CASC MB.  
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Currently serving and finishing terms: 
Joan Crabtree finished Beth Sawatsky’s  (1) year as Chair. 
The position of Vice Chair is vacant and does not need to be filled for another year.  
 Joanne Biggs has finished 4 years as Regional Admitting Chair. 
Chris Salstrom is stepping back from the position of Secretary / Treasurer with 1 year left.  
Jonathan Jandavs-Hedlin finished year one (1) of three (3) as Education Committee Chair.  
Lindsay Drabiuk finished year one (1) of (3) as Ethics Chair.  
Chris Salstrom completed a 3 year term as Secretary / Treasurer 
Ferdinand Funk finished one (1) term as acting Past-Chair. 
 
Nominations for 2018 positions: 
Vice-Chair /Chair/Past-Chair: to be filled in 2019 (4 year term). 
Education Committee Rep.: Jonathan Jandavs-Hedlin (year 2 of 3 year term). 
Regional Admitting Chair: Chenene Layne for a 3 year term. 
Professional Practice Chair:  Donald Plett (year 2 of 3 year term).  
Regional Ethics Chair: Lindsay Drabiuk (year 2 of 3 year term). 
Student Rep.: Edgar French 1 year, renewable one more year.  
College Formation Rep.: Stepan Bilynskyy has served one (1) year and he is willing to serve 
another one (1) year term.  
Secretary / Treasurer: TBA 

 
 

Student Representative Report  

Edgar French 
 

Well it’s hard to believe that one year has passed already while serving on the executive body.  I 
have been immensely privileged to have been given this opportunity.  I continue to explore 
ways of representing student interests and increasing student awareness and connectivity with 
the CASC community.  
  
This year has included keeping a close ear on CPE developments, and the two units that are 
being led at St. Boniface by our very capable and talented CPE instructor, Chenene Layne.  I had 
the opportunity to meet some of the students at a MAID workshop early this year.  I’m excited 
to see great interest in the discipline, and the level of diverse backgrounds among students.  I 
look forward to making more connections as the year progresses. 
 
Work has also involved partnering with Tim Frymire, interviewing current and prospective 
students for our upcoming CASC newsletter.  Our aim is to give our community and readership 
an inside look on the future of our discipline, and fostering further ties.  My work as a spiritual 
care provider at the University of Manitoba has given me the opportunity to walk alongside 
students who are exploring spiritual care as a possible vocation.  I look forward to continuing 
not only the work of care, but also being an advocate for this form of work here on campus. 
I would encourage all CPE students, if you haven’t already, to reach out and get to know this 
wonderful community.  If you are serious in following this professional path, don’t hesitate to 
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talk to those who have spent years on the field.  There is much wisdom to go around!  I wish all 
CPE students the very best in your educational endeavours. 

 

College Development Report  

Stepan Bylinskyy and Tim Frymire 
 

Background: CASC has long recognized that becoming part of a regulated “college” is an 
important step towards achieving recognition and status as a professional body.  Hiring of 
under qualified individuals into publicly funded Spiritual Health Care positions is presently 
possible because there is no formal recognition of the training and competencies required to do 
the job.  A regulated College would protect the public by ensuring that competencies are 
standardized and enforced.  
 
Because regulation is a provincial matter, each provincial region of CASC has explored their own 
individual path towards the goal of establishing a college.   For all regions the relatively small 
number of CASC members meant that being part of a professional college could only happen if 
we partnered with other like-minded associations and groups to gain sufficient members. For 
instance, Ontario CASC members have, as of 2015, been invited to become part of CRPO 
(College of Registered Psychotherapists of Ontario), which is a union of many smaller 
psychotherapeutic groups who have come together under this larger umbrella.  For many 
Ontario CASC members, identifying psychotherapy as an aspect of their work was not a difficult 
task.  For others, identifying how they practiced “psychotherapy” was not an easy or 
comfortable task.  This same tension has been part of the experience of your Manitoba CASC 
representatives as we have met with the participant members of our own provincial 
organization pursuing regulation.  We will keep the CASC MB membership informed and aware 
of these challenges as we go forward. 
 
1. What does the College Formation ad-hoc committee do? 
The Federation of Associations for Counselling Therapists in Manitoba (FACT-Manitoba) is an 
alliance of professional associations that represent counsellors and therapists practicing 
throughout Manitoba. The Federation is working to establish a College of Counselling 
Therapists to promote and ensure public protection, accessibility and accountability.  
The following organizations are participating in FACT-Manitoba: 
 

-  Association of Cooperative Counselling Therapists (ACCT)  
- Canadian Art Therapy Association (CATA)   
- Canadian Counselling and Psychotherapy Association (CCPA) 
- Canadian Professional Counsellors Association (CPCA) 
-  Canadian Association for Spiritual Care (CASC) - Manitoba region 
-  Music Therapy Association of Manitoba (MTAM) 
-  Professional Association of Christian Counsellors and Psychotherapists (PACCP) 
- The Manitoba Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (MAMFT) 
- North American Drama Therapy Association (NADTA). 
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For more information about the College of Counselling Therapists formation, please visit 
http://www.fact-manitoba.org/  
 
2. Who represents CASC with FACT-Manitoba?  
The Canadian Association for Spiritual Care (CASC) Manitoba Region is represented by Stepan 
Bilynskyy (representative) and Tim Frymire (alternate) who are currently involved in the 
development of the Request for Self-Regulation under the Regulated Health Professions Act 
(RHPA) document.  
 
3. What tasks are CASC representatives are involved in?  
Work includes careful review, editing and filling in of gaps in the first 5 of 10 required sections 
in our RHPA application. For this, five task groups were created:  
 

- Task Group 1: Risk of Harm  
- Task Group 2: Sufficiency of Supervision 
- Task Group 3: Alternative Regulatory Mechanisms 
- Task Group 4: Body of Knowledge 
- Task Group 5: Educational Requirements for Entry to Practice. 
-  

Both Tim and Stepan are actively involved in the work of these groups, assuring that our 
Spiritual Health discipline’s educational & professional practice standards are pertinently and 
fittingly represented. It is hoped to finish the application by the end of this year and submit it to 
the government for review. It is estimated that the government may take 1 to 2 years to 
examine the application, request further explanations and adjustments, before they are ready 
to offer a decision on granting regulatory status. 
 
4. What Are the FACT-Manitoba Annual Dues for 2018? 
Total Budget for 2018 is $3000, needed for submission of the application fees.  
Fees are calculated on a pro-rated basis. As the total number of members in participating 
associations was 466 (CASC MB - 54 members), our contribution was calculated as: CASC Share: 
54 / 466 = 0.12 * 3000 = $347.60.  
 

 

Continuing Education Report  

Jonathan Jandavs-Hedlin 
 
As I report on this past year, I reference what I wrote in the summer 2017 edition of the CASC 
MB newsletter for comparison. I stated, “I am committed to planning education events which 
help to accomplish these three goals to address different health contexts, reach members and 
non-members alike, and feature leaders from diverse backgrounds.” With the help of a 
dedicated committee consisting of Lori Jorgenson and Helen Holbrook, I can safely say this 
vision is being realized.  
 

http://www.fact-manitoba.org/
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On May 29, 2017 we had an afternoon retreat called “Staying Mindfully Grounded in a Season 
of Change” led by Buddhist Monk Ven Chandananda Matthumagala. Attended primarily by 
CASC members, this event was quite well attended with nearly 30 participants. Coming in a 
time of much uncertainty within healthcare, we were led in practices of mindfulness 
meditation, helping us to deepen our resilience. For the first time we rented space at CMU, 
which offered the convenience of being within the city of the Winnipeg to help maximize 
attendance. At the end this event I and Joan Crabtree were invited to meet with several Monks 
who were to be in Winnipeg in June. Therefore on June 23, 2017 we met with the Most 
Venerable Tirikunamale Ananda (from Sri Lanka) and Bhante Kusala (from the US) to discuss 
spiritual care and inter-faith dialogue. See photo below (Bhante Ven Chandananda 
Matthumagala is in wearing red). 
 

 
 
In The Fall for our full day education event, on November 2, 2017 we were blessed to have Rev. Vincent 
Solomon lead us in “Spiritual Care and Indigenous Historical Perspectives: Connecting Points”. The 
morning was led by Rev. Vincent deepening our understanding of Indigenous history, intersecting with 
his own family’s journey of healing. The morning ended with him offering guidance on improving 
spiritual care of Indigenous clients. In the afternoon, following a Smudge Ceremony, concurrent 
workshops offered participants the opportunity to take part in the Blanket Exercise as led by Kairos or a 
spiritual practice called Gospel Based Discipleship led by Rev. Vincent. The day concluded with a time of 
debriefing. This event saw a lower attendance than in some past years with about 30 registrants, 
however 40% were non-CASC members displaying how we continue to reach beyond our own 
membership to be relevant to the broader community.  
 
As we look ahead to the next year, our main education event involves our support for the 
“Compassionate Presence: Caring for the Spirit” conference with Dr. Christina Puchalski and Dr. Shane 
Patterson, organized by IHCAM and CHAM. Happening April 19th 20th, 2018 this special opportunity 
offers access to hearing from two global leaders in the development of spirituality and compassion in 
healthcare. In The Fall of 2018 we plan to have a half day retreat with leadership from the Jewish 
community. Stay tuned for more details. 
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Finance Report  

Chris Salstrom 

 

Revenues Costs Net Comments

Member Dues 2,403.00 0.00 2,403.00 Membership fees  are within $30 of 2016 amount

Event Fees

AGM 720.00 630.00 90.00 Net revenues  for the annual  genera l  meeting

National  Conference 0.00 0.00

Educational  Events 2,385.00 2,189.77 195.23 Spring and Fa l l  Events  combined run at near break-even mark.

Retreats 0.00 0.00 0.00 Both educational  events  captured above

Books 0.00 0.00 No sa les  this  year

Vis ioning Costs 0.00 0.00 No such costs  this  year

Miscel laneous  revenues 142.71 0.00 142.71 Interest on GICs  purchased with genera l  funds  and wri te off a  $40 payable

Administration Costs

Office Expenses 0.00 0.00 No costs  this  year

Postage 0.00 0.00 No costs  this  year

Miscel laneous  costs 0.00 0.00 No costs  this  year

Totals 5,650.71 2,819.77 2,830.94

Assets

Cash 10,732.69 Cash in the genera l  bank account 

Accounts  Receivable 210.00 Amount owing from the Fa l l  Education event, $60 received in Jan, ba l  being processed

Other Assets 0.00

Prepaid Expenses 0.00

Term Depos i t 1 - Col lege Development 5,027.62 (100 Day Instrument) Held for Col lege development unti l  committee requests  donated by CASC MB

Term Depos i t 4 - Col lege Development 3,028.50 (1 year instrument) Held for Col lege development unti l  committee requests

Term Depos i t 2 - Genera l  100 day rol l ing 2,508.31 Genera l  funds  invested 

Term Depos i t 3  - Genera l  1 year rol l ing 7,571.25 Genera l  funds  invested 

Total Assets 29,078.37

Liabilities and Equity

Current Liabi l i ties 0.00

Unearned Revenues 0.00

Long Term Debt 0.00

Col lege Interest Payable 56.12 Interest payable on TD 1 and TD 4

Col lege Development 3,000.00 TD 4  donated by CASC National  due to Col lege Development

Capita l 0.00

Reta ined Earnings 23,191.31 Accumulated Earnings  of CASC throughout a l l  years

YTD Revenue (Loss ) 2017 2,830.94 Current year's  Surplus  or (Loss )

Total Liabilities and Equity 29,078.37

Difference 0.00

Income Statement - CASC Manitoba December 31, 2017

Balance Sheet - CASC Manitoba as at December 31, 2017

 
 

Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care Report  

Hermann Dueck 
 

Report submitted for the Regional General Meetings Autumn 2017  
The following submission is a summary of information we, the Canadian Foundation for 
Spiritual Care, would like to share with our Membership.  
 

1) Bursaries and grants disbursed in 2017 
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• Two research grants were awarded for a total of $1500.00  
o Ann MacDonald (ONE —Virtual Pilgrimage as a Pathway to Spiritual Transformation) 

$500.00  
o Robert Bond (OSW — Spiritual Self-Assessment Tool Study) $1000.00  

• Five student bursaries were awarded for a total of $8500.00  
 
This brings us to a total of $35,500 awarded to 41 students and $37,746 awarded to 26 Grant 
recipients, a grand total of $73,246.00 disbursed since 2005.  
 
2) Friends of the Foundation Newsletter: The Friends of the Foundation Newsletter is sent out 
to current and past members of CASC/ACSS as a way to keep in touch with friends and 
colleagues to update them of events happening at the Foundation and in the regions. So far we 
have had 2 newsletters and the next one will be distributed later in the Fall. Here is the 
calendar for distribution.  
 

DATE    REGION  
Spring 2016   Manitoba Region  
Fall 2016   Atlantic Region Spring 2017 Alberta Region  
Fall 2017   Saskatchewan Region  
Spring 2018   ONE Region  
Fall 2018   OCN Region Spring 2019 BC Region  
Fall 2019   SWONT Region  

 

3) Fundraising  

• Planned Giving Brochure: Legacy Gift. An ideal way to leave a lasting legacy with the 
Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care (CFSC) is a planned gift in the form of a bequest, 
an endowment or a life insurance policy. These brochures are available from your 
Regional Rep.  

 
Dollars raised YTD:  

• Leadership Challenge       $5,358  

• Conference Fun Walk/Run/Roll Saskatoon 2017  $2,430 

• Annual Membership Drive     $3,865 

• NEW: Indigenous Bursary Fund       $500 

• Memorial Donations from Atlantic Region      $400 
 

Total YTD      $12,553 
 

 
4) Financial Update  

Investments    $267,170  
Cash        $ 1,524  
Total                                            $268,694  
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5) Members of the Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care Board by Region  
 
Don Misener    CFSC President, Ontario North East Region  
Tom Powell    CFSC Vice Chair, Saskatchewan Region  
Brian Walton    CFSC Treasurer, Saskatchewan Region  
John Vlainic    Secretary, Ontario South & West Region  
Michael Pasche   British Columbia Region  
Angela King    Alberta Region  
Audrey Mierau Bechtel  Saskatchewan Region  
Hermann Dueck   Manitoba  
Jan Kraus    Ontario Central and North Region  
Catherine Tyndall   Ontario North East Region  
Philip Joudrey    Member-at-Large  
Kim Bustard    Atlantic Region  
 
6) CASC Deerhurst Conference: April 25-28, 2018, Exploring Spiritual Landscapes Through the Arts.  

We would like to extend an invitation for members and retired members to participate directly 
or by organizing a Regional Event to support. A Regional Fun Run/Walk/Roll is one option.  
 
 
 

      
 
Regional Strategic Plan Reports 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Professionalism 

• Marketing, Promotion and Advocacy 

• Research 

• Education 
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PROFESSIONALISM – Joanne Biggs 
 

Advancing the professional status of Spiritual Health Services 
 
1:  Communicate the scope of practice of qualified Spiritual Health Practitioner, so that 
standards are known, understood, and respected by CASC members, their employees, and the 
public. 
This has been an ongoing effort through meetings with WRHA facilitator as we work through 
priorities for spiritual care in the healthcare setting.  We have been challenged to identify, 
reduce, and express how these values and priorities will be part of and basic to the hiring goals 
and practices of the health care facilities. 
 
2.  Consult on development of standardized Job Descriptions and requirements for effective 
staffing of spiritual health positions in the province. 
 
This is an area of ongoing concern.  While the province states its high valuation of spiritual care 
services, funding and hiring practices continue to fall below the standard for excellence in 
spiritual care staffing. 
 
3:  Increase efforts to provide quality spiritual healthcare education for all Manitobans (rural, 
corrections, military, law enforcement, government, educational institutions, 
industry/business), in ways that are accessible, diverse, evidence-informed, compassionate, 
ethical and sustainable. 
 
We continue to be concerned about hiring practices that appear to ignore the standards for 
basic educational credentials, choosing to hire outside the scope of practice for spiritual care 
providers.  While this concern has been repeatedly expressed we are unable to affect change in 
this area to this point. 
 
4.  Seek ways to ensure greater diversity of spiritual expression among members, including 
spiritual, religious, and humanist. 
 
This is a continuing value which we hope to see as diversity in the Manitoba population 
continues to increase.   
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MARKETING, PROMOTION AND ADVOCACY: increasing communication capacity 
and expanding the influence of Spiritual Health Services.   – Ferdinand Funk 
 

Spiritual Health Care Services will benefit when members, employers, and professional 
colleagues better understand the essential value of spiritual care, the capabilities of 
practitioners, and the range of services within our circle of influence. To address the strategic 
goal of increasing the communication capacity and expanding the influence of Spiritual 
Health Services, CASC Manitoba will enhance its efforts to:  
 
1. Continue to seek broader engagement with members by communicating regularly, 

highlighting benefits, developing education resources, providing mentoring services, and 
maintaining an interesting and informative online presence. 
 
1.1. Winter, Spring and Summer Newsletters were sent to our members in 2017 with 

highlights and important information; also posted on CASC national website. 
1.2. U of M created space for Spiritual Health Care on their Website and is seeking content 

from our members to add to the website 
http://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/spiritualhealth/spiritual 

1.3. Collaborated with CHAM, IHCAM, Project Compassion, Catholic Health Corporation of 
Manitoba to bring Dr. Christina Puchalski and Dr. Shane Sinclair to Winnipeg for a 
Conference on April 19-20, 2018. CASC MB contributed $2500 towards the expenses of 
this project.  

1.4. Spring Retreat – May 29th, 2017 at CMU – Staying Mindfully Grounded in a Season of 
Change with Monk Ven Chandananda Matthumagala 

1.5. Fall Education Day – was held at Bethel MC on Nov. 2, 2017 with Vincent Solomon on 
Spiritual Care and Indigenous Historical Perspectives.  

1.6. Support/Mentoring of new and disconnected members – this is an ongoing project. 
 

2. Work collaboratively with relevant networks to provide consistent messaging geared 
appropriately to various audiences (members; industry professionals; general public).  
2.1. CASC is collaborating with the MB Health Spiritual Health Care Advisory 

Committee Public Education Working Group in creating a strategy to enhance 
stakeholder coordination for events on Spiritual Health and Wellness.  

2.2. The Public Education Working Group with CASC representation is planning to 
organize a Stakeholder meeting with MB Health, MMC, IHCAM, Seven Oaks Wellness 
Center, Mental Health, Addictions Foundation, Mood Disorders, Klinik, etc. to discuss 
potential activities that could be coordinated collaboratively over the next 2-3 years. 
Issues of common interest could be Changing Face of Spiritual Health, Promotion of 
Spiritual Health within the Public Arena, What the SHC Community has to offer.  

2.3. The Public Education Working Group is also exploring ways to create public 
awareness regarding Spiritual Health and Spiritual Health Care. It would be wise for 
CASC MB to consider what level of budgetary commitments the organization would be 
able to make in the effort to promote public awareness.  

 
 

http://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/spiritualhealth/spiritual
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3. Provide education for professional colleagues in workplaces.  

3.1. Promote the development of a training and education strategy for health care 
providers on leading practice in Spiritual Health Care.  

3.1.1. Kathleen Rempel Boschman is collaborating with WRHA to develop a Curriculum 
for Spiritual Health Care professional training.  

3.1.2. Chenene Layne has opened a number of her CPE didactic sessions to persons in 
Spiritual Health care as well as Allied Health.  

3.1.3. Mary Holmen and Glen Horst presented workshops on End of Life discussions 
related to MAID. 

3.1.4. Education opportunities currently underway include: Medical residents, ER 
nurses, OT, SW, U of M Nursing, U of M RT, Psych Health rounds, burn conference 
(HSC), numerous site specific staff and volunteer training events throughout the 
province.  
 

4. Promote broader community engagement through effective use of social media, 
newspaper articles, advertising, and collaborative conversations. Highlight the inclusive 
and diverse nature of services and clientele. 
4.1. Enhance coordination of public education activities and events on spiritual health and 

wellness, and spiritual health care.  
4.1.1. Our Facebook page is frequently updated with Newspaper articles and discussion 

starters relevant to our profession. If you are not yet a FB friend of CASC MB please 
consider joining our online community.  

 
We love to hear about initiatives that our members are involved in, and/or ideas for new 
initiatives to educate and raise awareness about value of spirituality in Health Care.  
 

RESEARCH – Stepan Bylinskyy 
 

A capacity to provide research in one’s area of expertise is one of the core competencies for 
Spiritual Health Care and is integral to effective professional functioning.  Our Working Group 
continues to address the strategic goal of developing a base of research that supports leading 
evidence-based practices in Spiritual Care, CASC Manitoba. 

CONTRIBUTORS: 

The group members include Executive Lead: Stepan Bilynskyy (MHC); Contributors: Ron Falk 
(Eden Health Care), Barb Findlay (Simkin Centre), Ferdinand Funk (Bethania), Jonathan Jandavs-
Hedlin (DLC), Chenene Layne (SBH), Kurt Schwarz (HSC), Michael Thibert (Indigenous Health), 
Adel Compton (Consultant, WRHA, Regional Director, Spiritual Health Services).   

HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR ACTIVITIES: 

• In the past year, the working group developed and conducted a survey to establish a 
benchmark for understanding current research activities among CASC Manitoba, capacities 
and obstacles to involvement in local research initiatives and knowledge translation and 
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exchange. So far, the survey had 20 responders (32.8 % of members). We will provide a 
detailed written report to the CASC community soon.  

• WG provided consultation with Dr. Arthur Walker-Jones, Research Chair in Contemporary 
Theology at U of W. Background historical information discussed on developments to date in 
identifying spiritual health care needs of Manitobans, educational preparation for spiritual 
health care practitioner excellence in service delivery, current research needed to support 
outcomes-based best practice in spiritual health service delivery aligned to regional/ 
provincial/ national/ international standards. 

• The working group is seeking collaboration with the Manitoba Multifaith Council in 
developing a survey for best practices in developing Multifaith worship spaces in Health Care 
facilities in Manitoba (survey proposed by Belle Jarniewski, President of MMC). Research and 
recommendations on shaping “safe” multifaith space is of interest for WRHA to be used for 
new builds going forward. We will keep community updated on progress I this initiative.  

• Kurt Schwarz is involved in work with the new on-line tool kit for Spiritual Health which is 
being assembled by the Manitoba Health Information and Knowledge Network (MHIKN).  

Research initiatives Working Group is working in communication and collaboration with the provincial Spiritual Health Care and Research 
Working Group.  

1.1 ACNOWLEGMENTS  

• We wish to sincerely thank Rev. Dr. Glen Horst and Marion Magnusson, founding members of the 
group, for their rich contribution.  

• Welcome to Michael Thibert who brought his unique perspective to our working group.  

• We also wish to acknowledge the contribution of Adel Compton, our consultant, as she 
officially announced her retirement.    

 
 

EDUCATION – Tim Frymire 
 

Goal 4: CLINICAL EDUCATION: to deliver accredited Clinical Education in Spirituality (CES) 
throughout the province. There were four main actions identified. 
 

1. Continue with Succession Planning so that qualified supervisors are entering the System.  
In the past year one of our provisional supervisor-educators, Chenene Layne has completed the 
necessary papers and interviews and is now offering two extended units of CPE at St. Boniface 
Hospital.  Chenene will receive her certification at the CASC national conference in Deerhurst 
Ont.  Our second Provisional, Paul Peters Derry, completed a 3rd provisional unit in the summer 
of 2017 and is preparing to write his papers.  There are several other individuals who have 
expressed an interest in pursuing careers as supervisor-educators.  
 

2. Identify, develop and approach potential new markets. Emphasise recruitment by having 
members identify promising candidates.  
2.1. One of the main barriers to participating in current CPE program is the time and opportunity 

factors.  Not many people can take 11 un-paid weeks off work for a summer intensive unit or 
2 days a week from September to April for an extended unit.  The Educators committee is 
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looking at various options to make CPE more accessible to a wider variety of students- see 
below. The CPE Brochure has been updated to appeal to a wider audience.  
 

3. Develop ways to make CES more accessible to diverse students and increase retention by 
providing greater flexibility in training opportunities and less onerous processes. Invite broader 
participation, collaborate with stakeholders and the wider community, and remain open to 
ongoing restructuring of the program in ways that continue to meet CASC standards.  
3.1. Discussions continue with the U of W as to how CPE can fit in with the new changes as the 

United Centre for Theological Studies has stopped taking new students and has been moved 
under the direction of the Graduate Studies program.  Distance education, breaking CPE 
down into smaller “modules” and other forms of certificate and degree programs are being 
investigated. This same question is being asked by the national Education Standards 
Committee of CASC. Since the ESC chair is our own Lynn Granke, we are able to connect 
efforts made locally with national initiatives.  Plans are to have a dedicated day long 
workshop where the educators group will design a curriculum for CPE education.  

3.2. CASC is well represented on the provincial government Education and Research group lead 
by Judith Burch.  Stepan Bilynskyy (Misericordia), and Marion Magnusson (Rural RHA) are 
involved in this committee.  Tim Frymire has had to step down due to family commitments.   
This group meets to support Judith in the work to advance Education and Research in 
Spiritual Health.  

3.3. Support CPE program in Brandon and Swan Valley.   Margaret McCallum ran a unit in Swan 
River in the summer of 2017 and came to Winnipeg for an afternoon of consultation with 
Winnipeg area Supervisor-Educators in the fall.  

3.4. Develop distance education CPE models.  Discussions continue on offering distance, evening 
and weekend CPE units.  Given the lack of Supervisor-Educators who are able to travel to 
sites outside Winnipeg, locations such as Brandon and northern communities will need to 
explore these distance options in order to offer CPE.   

 
 

Reports from Related Organizations  
WRHA Spiritual Health Services Report – Adel Compton (Regional Director Spiritual 

Health Services) 

 
Thanks CASC members for significant time and continued efforts to make a positive difference. 
It is truly rewarding to be collaborating in many working groups, committees and projects with 
WRHA and the added excitement with CASC connections through regional committees and 
provincial working groups. With appreciation for the skills and leadership provided by Beth 
Sawatsky, I also want to acknowledge appreciation for Joan Crabtree who is now capably 
carrying responsibilities in this role. 
 
In the area of promotion i) partnerships with WRHA, Interfaith Health Care Association and 
Misericordia Health Centre allowed us to bring the 2nd HealthCare Chaplaincy webcast to 
Winnipeg March 13-15, 2017. This year from April 23-25,2018 we are thankful that continued 
partnering with the provincial Coordinator Spiritual Health Care, WRHA, IHCAM and Seven Oaks 
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General Hospital as host site allows the 3rd Health Care Chaplaincy Conference webcast. 
Partnership support makes conference sessions available at no charge to participants. Please 
come and check it out. Research presented last year supports ongoing projects and local 
initiatives. 
     ii) resources launched with input from Spiritual Health Services included 
“Final Days of Care Long Term Care Resource Guide”, webinar education modules to 
accompany the Final Days Resource Guide, a regionally co-created SHS/LTC nursing 
presentation “The Value of Spiritual and Religious Care in Long Term Care” to support PCH 
spiritual health standards and a Spiritual and Religious Care week brochure.  
In the area of education CASC representation has been significant on working groups revising 
the Spiritual Health Practitioner and Clinical Service Lead job descriptions to support the new 
Core Competencies developed by Manitoba’s Spiritual Health Care Partners (September 2017). 
Thank you. 
 
Integration sees ongoing initiatives with WRHA Spiritual Health Services and Critical Care 
Outcomes Committee: Annual Education Day, Grand Rounds on Spiritual Care, and most 
recently, co-creating a critical care culture statement. Monthly continuing education 
opportunities to share new resources with spiritual health clinicians are happening at Seven 
Oaks Education Room 101…next one Feb. 6, 2018 from 0930-1130 on DARP charting. Three 
Wishes as part of end of life care initiated at Grace Hospital is proving beneficial to patients and 
staff. The workplace measurement tool supported creation of a spiritual health staff acuity-
based benchmarking tool (summer 2017). 
 
Canada’s Health Services Organization, formerly Accreditation Canada, consider spiritual health 
care to be a high priority standard in over twenty of their Service Excellence Standard Sets. 
Duke University research notes the positive difference SHS assessment makes. Yet this year has 
been a year of WRHA SHS position reductions. Thanks to continued collaboration with regional 
and Manitoba’s spiritual health care partners (including CASC), SHS steadily acts to improve 
excellence in person-centred health care as the way forward.  
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CASC Manitoba Chapter 
Annual General Meeting 

Concordia Village 
March 9, 2017-18:30

 
Attendance: Joe Ball, Joanne Biggs, Stepan Bilynskyy, Joan Crabtree, Gerry Derksen, Lindsay 
Drabiuk, Hermann Dueck, Greg Dunwoody, Ron Falk, Edgar French, John Friesen, Ferdinand 
Funk, Jo-Anne Hollander, Mary Holmen, Jonathan Jandavs-Hedlin, Lori Jorgensen, Chenene 
Layne, Marion Magnusson, Paul Peters Derry, Donald Plett, Jared Redekop, Kathleen Rempel 
Boschman, Beth Sawatsky, Kurt Schwarz, Michael Thibert, Ron Long, Judith Doell, C.A. (Chris) 
Salstrom (recording secretary) 
 
Regrets: Lynn Granke, Michèle Barr 
 
Absent without regrets: Peter Dyck, Garry Fries, Michèle Sala Pastora 
 
Guests: Guests: Judith Burch, Phil Weaver (via Skype), Margot Lavoie, The Rev. Dawn Rolke 

I. C

all to Order & Reflection 

• P

resident called for quorum which was confirmed by recording secretary. 

• R

eflection on Enso – a Zen Buddhism technique 

II. G

reetings 

a. P

rovincial Spiritual Health Care Coordinator 

i. U

pdated on the work being done and provided a handout to many in the group 

and thanked us for the work that we do. 

b. C

ASC National President (by Skype) 

i. S

poke to us about recruitment and how to new programs and CPE 

ii. S

poke to us about the open letter sent to the Tom Baker Cancer Centre in AB – 

they will have a CASC trained person to offer Spiritual Support.  It was noted 

that they were incorrect in saying they were the only outpatient cancer center 

in Canada who had a Spiritual Care position.  CancerCare MB has had that 
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position filled for 8 years but has no intention of filling it when the current 

person vacates the position. 

iii. M

arketing/Promotion/Advocacy Nationally – to alert people of the value of 

Spiritual Care on a half time basis – this is a recommendation as a pilot project 

to see if it’s an effective use of the funds that National collects.  Travel budget to 

go to AGMs and help us to become better advocates for our own needs also. 

iv. H

ow do we live with the legacy of the Residential schools system and the 

recommendations that have come out of the Truth and Reconciliation 

commission.  We may have a large role here.  We need to have more indigenous 

members and more focus on larger than Christian faiths/spiritualties and our 

membership needs to reflect this.  We were asked if we were aware of the 

Commission and if we were working on this.  A number of the members 

answered in the affirmative, but agreed that we have a long way to go as of yet. 

 
III. Agenda / Additions / Approval 

APPROVED as presented  
 

IV. Approval of Minutes from AGM 2016  

*Paul Peters Derry MOVED to approve the acceptance of the 
minutes as presented. 
*Ferdinand Funk SECONDED. 
*CARRIED 

 
V. Business Arising from AGM 2016 Strategic Plan 

i. Beth spoke to the Strategic plan and the amount of work that has been done 

and that this has been a “foundational” document to the executive. 

b. Marketing, Promotion and Advocacy – Ferd 

i. A number of accomplishments and memberships that highlight CASC 

memberships were noted. 

c. Professionalism – Joanne 

i. Focus to develop professionalism – gather all people who are interested in 

certification.  Develop professional potential of members.   

d. Research – Stepan 

i. Group of people with expertise and knowledge, developed a survey which it is 

encouraged that CASC MB members participate in to identify what is going on in 

members’ facilities.  This survey will be distributed shortly.  University of 

Winnipeg will support us.   

e. Education – Tim 

i. Succession planning (Chenene Layne and Paul Peters Derry) as supervisors; 

making CPE more accessible – evenings/weekends; ideas welcomed. 

*MOTION to approve the Strategic Plan Reports as presented by 
Mary Holmen 
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*seconded by Jared Redekop 
*CARRIED 

 
VI. Committee Reports 

i. Regional Executive Committee Chair 

1. No questions 

ii. Regional Education Committee Chair 

1. See above 

iii. Regional Admitting and Education Standards Chair 

1. No questions.  Comment that the name would potentially like to be 

changed. 

iv. Regional Professional Practice Chair 

1. Question: the revised supervisory process was commented on.  The 

education for supervisors and the elimination of part of the process and 

the mentorship was discussed.  There will be 2 sessions at the National 

Conference about the change of process.  There will be collegial support 

during your first teaching unit on your own. 

2. Joanne commented on how far we have come since the dismantling of 

the Riverview program. 

3. Professional Practice had no questions. 

v. CPE Supervisors Group 

1. We are encouraged. 

vi. Student Representative 

1. No questions. 

vii. Nominations 

1. Ferd thanked everyone rotating off the committee for their service, and 

thanked those who are coming on the committee.   

2. Doug Koop has agreed to let his name stand to be the Step 1 verifier. 

3. Hermann has allowed his name to stand for the Foundation Chair. 

MOTION to accept the slate of nominees as presented by Ferdinand 
Funk 
SECONDED Tim Frymire 
CARRIED 

viii. Regional Ethics Chair 

1. No questions.  Tim thanked the group for the privilege of being the chair 

for six years.  A reminder that those up for peer review, they need an 

ethics module within that period. 

ix. FACT MB Representative 

1. Question about college formation, links in the report to the 

organization’s website.  Shared the steps that the group has taken since 

the report was written.  We will build on the experience of AB and ON. 

2. Stepan announced that this will be the final year that he will stand on 

the committee, so he asked for any interested party to contact him. 
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3. Discussion around why is it important for Spiritual Care to have a 

college.  Question around who is covered and discussion ensued. 

4. Title protection and why it is important is also important.   

5. Questions around qualifications for the college were discussed and 

whether or not they were appropriate for health care was discussed. 

6. Question about when it might be in place. 

x. Secretary/Treasurer 

1. Treasurer was thanked for allocating the college money.  Question 

about the $3000 college money which was identified in a Term Deposit 

(#4). 

xi. Canadian Foundation for Spiritual Care Regional Representative 

1. Bursaries for CPE students were identified  

2. Newsletter was spoken about: intent to keep in touch with retirees 

3. Trophy won by MB for generating most funds for the foundation by the 

“Fun Run” during the conference. 

4. Published a brochure on legacy gifts 

*MOTION to approve the Committee Reports as presented by Lindsay 
Drabiuk 
*SECONDED by Jo-Anne Hollander 
*CARRIED 

VII. Reports from Related Organizations 

i. Provincial Spiritual Health Care Coordinator 

1. Webcast out of Chicago at Seven Oaks March 13-15/17. 

ii. WRHA Regional Director of Spiritual Health Services  

*MOTION to receive the Reports from our Related Organizations as 
presented by Chenene Layne 
*SECONDED by Mary Holmen  
*CARRIED 

VIII. New Business 

a. MOTION by Jonathan Jandavs-Hedlin to change the name of the Chair of Education to 

Chair of Continuing Education.  

SECONDED Joan Crabtree 
CARRIED 

b. Tim to present intro speakers 

 
IX. Thank you to Outgoing and Commissioning of Incoming Officers 

 
X. Adjournment at 20:34 

*MOTION to adjourn meeting by Michael Thibert 
*SECONDED by Lori Jorgensen 
CARRIED 
 

 

 


